RUN YOUR VERY OWN

EXPERIMENT
GOOD DAY TO YOU ALL!
For this week’s adventure, we are taking inspiration from
George’s Marvellous Medicine.
Throughout the story, George uses his incredible imagination and inventiveness to solve
a particularly tricky problem: the problem of his gruesome Grandmother. Now, we
would not for a second suggest you conduct experiments on any grandparent, but we
can all take a little inspiration from George’s creative thinking.
Your challenge this week is to find a solution to a problem you have by either inventing
something new, changing the way you do something, or conducting an experiment.
Once you have identified a problem you want to solve, fill in the Investigation Action
Sheet on the next page to get you started.

Some ideas might be:
If I do something each day, will I get better at it?
If I invent something new, will it make something easier?
If I help someone, will they be happier?
If I keep up a good habit, will I feel better?
If I try something one way and then the other, which works
better and why?
Just to add... you absolutely must remember not to conduct any
experiments without the approval of a trusted adult.
We can’t wait to see what you come up with and read all about
what you discovered!

NEED A STORY
REMINDER?
Follow this QR code to listen to a
free extract of the new George’s
Marvellous Medicine audiobook
read by Romesh Ranganathan.
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WHAT WILL YOU

TEST OUT?
MY PROBLEM

MY SOLUTION

MY PREDICTIONS

MY METHOD
1.
2.
3.
MY RESULTS

IF I WERE TO TRY THIS AGAIN, WHAT WOULD I CHANGE AND WHY?
(DO GIVE THIS A GO IF YOU HAVE THE TIME!)
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